Keep your
city moving
Opening roads to urban mobility –
with HERE Traffic Suite

Be more efficient.
More safe. More green.
Urbanization is increasing – rapidly. By 2050, the UN predicts that 68% of the world population will live in
urban areas, including the new ‘megacity’. This presents a number of challenges – from growing congestion
and air pollution to a depletion of resources. How governments adapt and grow in response to those
challenges will be key to how they support citizens with improved quality of life and better urban movement.
From cleaner air, to a safer, more efficient transport infrastructure.
At HERE Technologies, we’re working with government departments, city leaders and private sector agencies
across the globe to help keep our urban centers moving, safely and efficiently. With a full technology portfolio
for vehicles – and aided by a growing network of sensors in cars, we can show a real-time vision of what’s
happening on our roads. Together with our partners, we’re making cities smarter, safer and more mobile –
and transforming citizens’ lives.

With more than 30 years’ experience in location tools
and data, HERE provides the traffic-enabled planning,
routing, tracking and navigation tools your city
planners and service providers need to deliver safe,
optimized, efficient urban mobility for every citizen.
Urbanization

is increasing – rapidly.
By 2050, the UN
predicts that.
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Introduction
More efficient. More safe. More green.

of the world population
will live in urban areas,
including the new ‘megacity’.
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Why this ebook
is for you

This ebook is for all government organizations and agencies focused on developing innovative
urban mobility solutions that keep everyone moving. It details a number of urban routing,
tracking, navigation and safety case studies, in some of the most population-dense centers
around the world. Many of which are powering smarter, greener and more mobile cities of the
future thanks to HERE Traffic Suite.
As the “undisputed leader” in the location ecosystem1, HERE creates maps and location services
that drive many of the world’s service providers, empowering cost cutting, driving efficiencies,
and serving the changing needs of citizens everywhere.
From optimizing traffic flow and route efficiency, to emphasizing driver safety, this eBook
outlines the ways our smart transportation solutions are already being used by urban
visionaries, public infrastructure providers and smart city planners to take urban mobility
to new levels.
1

Counterpoint Research Location Ecosystems Update 2017
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Optimize traffic flow
In today’s urban centers, it’s critical for road and transport networks and infrastructure to be managed as
efficiently as possible to reduce congestion, curb pollution and ensure the economic viability of city and
urban mobility. HERE Traffic Suite opens up new opportunities to manage traffic flow and keep your urban
centers moving – with up-to-the-minute insights from across the road network.

These critical, vendor-neutral insights enable cities
to reroute traffic at a moment’s notice, relieving
congestion and reducing any negative impact,
including air pollution. Accident black spots and
bottleneck information are all fed back to drivers via
road signs, maximizing traffic flow and helping you
meet congestion reduction targets.
HERE Traffic Suite provides accurate, real-time
information on fluctuating traffic patterns, road
conditions and local incidents – from collisions
and road works to adverse weather.

Managing congestion,
road conditions and
incidents keeps the
traffic flowing
We’re minimizing congestion, by creating a
smarter and safer driving experience that helps
to meet government safety initiatives and traffic
management goals:
Work zones monitoring
Monitoring congestion and traffic around work
zones to optimize traffic flow, reduce congestion and
increase the safety of construction workers and the
general public.
Active traffic monitoring
Identifying areas of congestion with active traffic
monitoring. Delivering traffic-enabled routing,
incident alerts and ETA predictions on color display.
Lane-level traffic
Identifying causes of congestion through granular
information at junctions, including highly accurate
travel time calculations and individual lane speeds.
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Use Case:
Optimization
Case study

Case study

To tackle recurring congestion from work zones
and lane-blocking traffic incidents, the Missouri
Department of Transportation (MoDOT) needed
reliable, state-wide traveler information.

The city of Hamburg has partnered with HERE to
share traffic-relevant data, aiming to enhance traffic
safety and reduce noise and pollutant emissions by
improving traffic flows.

Maintenance engineers, planners and customer
service representatives in MoDOT’s Traffic
Management Centers can now access real-time data
covering over 25,000 bi-directional driving miles
across the entire state to help manage traffic flow.
During the winter months, the impacts of weather on
traffic speeds can be seen, along with the effects of
snow plowing and treatments on specific roadways.

As part of the partnership Hamburg will provide
HERE with data related to public transit, construction
sites, major events and parking availability, for
integration into the HERE Reality Index™. Based on
this data intelligence, both partners plan to develop
traffic management services, provide information
to transport users and enable automated driving in
urban environments.

“As the State Traffic and Highway
Safety Engineer, I’m impressed how
reliable the data is and how quickly
staff and customers can see what
conditions are like out on the road.
The HERE data supports MoDOT’s
goal of keeping traffic moving in
a safe and reliable manner.”

“The partnership supports our goal to
transform Hamburg into a model city
for modern mobility, [making] traffic
for citizens more efficient, comfortable
and environmentally friendly. We
want to offer companies that aim to
develop intelligent solutions in our
city a good test field. At the same
time, we will prioritize the protection
of personal data in all matters.”

Missouri combats
congestion

Eileen Rackers, P.E.,
State Traffic Engineer

Hamburg’s smart
partnership

Frank Horch, Senator for Economy,
Transport & Innovation
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Enhance road safety
One of the highest priorities for government and city leaders is to make urban movement safer for
every citizen. HERE Traffic Suite gives a real-time view of what’s happening on your road networks,
with up-to-the-minute information about congestion, road conditions and incidents, to create a safer
driving experience for the public.

Live data is processed in real time by the Traffic
Management Center and used to inform travelers of
conditions that can impede safety, from an accident
on a major artery leading into Berlin city center, to
a Cardinals game blocking the roads in St. Louis or
a major storm heading towards San Francisco.
And we know from experience that alerting drivers
of changing conditions in advance helps reduce
surprises and minimize accidents.
HERE Traffic Suite gives Departments of
Transportation a deeper, more granular view of
your urban networks, empowering you to improve
road safety for every member of the public.

Up-to-the-minute insights
ensure a safer driving
experience for your citizens
We’re helping governments increase security for all
road users, by meeting safety initiative goals:
Accurate incident information
Pinpointing and classifying accidents by combining
human intelligence and selected local data to offer
accurate, real-time traffic incident information.
Traffic safety warning alerts
Providing a richer understanding of road incidents
from a combination of sources, including car
sensor data, to deliver a system of traffic safety
warning alerts.
Reach historical speed data
Analyzing road safety with accurate, comprehensive
average traffic speed data for 83 countries using
billions of multi-year vehicle speed observations
on every type of road.
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Use Case:
Safety
Case study

Case study

Traffic engineering company VIA works with road
authorities to improve road safety across the
Netherlands. In recent years, traffic accidents had
increased, leading VIA to seek a new more detailed
and precise source of traffic data.

The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT)
utilizes the HERE Location Cloud to implement North
America’s first cellular network-based connected
vehicle alert system.

VIA Netherlands partners
improves road safety

VIA turned to HERE Traffic Analytics Speed Data to
monitor traffic accidents and patterns, leveraging
detailed speed data to create analytical maps
that enable municipalities and road authorities to
pinpoint heavily congested or vulnerable roads, and
make data-driven recommendations for network and
safety improvements.

“The quality of the data has improved.
When you look at speed, it’s a very
important indicator, showing road
safety, traffic flows and traffic
jams. Engineers can now combine
different policy issues together with
one indicator which is a great step
forward and really what you want.”

First connected vehicle
project in Colorado

The RoadX project aims to help maximize driver
safety and roadway efficiency along The I-70
Mountain Corridor, one of the most challenging
roads in the USA. Every year, millions of travelers
face extreme weather, high altitude driving and
significant congestion, on the road to Colorado’s
world-class resorts and mountains.

“As vehicles share safety hazards in
near real time via cellular networks
and with the HERE location cloud,
the I-70 Mountain Pilot will transform
data into intelligence, helping vehicles
safely and more efficiently get to
their destination.”
Shailen Bhatt, CDOT Executive Director

Erik Donkers, CEO of VIA
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Maximize road
performance
Today’s cities are all being challenged to discover the optimal way to manage their entire road network – all
while urban populations flux and grow. Having an overall perspective is key to optimizing road performance.

Not only is HERE offering solutions that increase
your insight today, we’re actively promoting and
developing public-private partnerships, such as
Socrates 2.0, that will ultimately provide a single
holistic view of all your urban mobility issues –
so you can keep everyone moving safely
and seamlessly.
Today, HERE Traffic Suite helps urban transportation
managers see the bigger picture – so you can
predict, manage and plan for what happens on your
road networks. Using historical and real-time traffic
data, cities are empowered to make appropriate,
informed decisions about engineering, traffic flow,
road network management and future land use,
paving the way for a more mobile future.
HERE Traffic Suite gathers data and applies artificial
intelligence and machine learning to accurately
model road performance – current and future –
with realistic, actionable results.
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Improving efficiency with
intelligent traffic solutions
for smart cities
Enabling governments to increase road performance
by understanding the big picture and empowering
data driven-decisions:
Granular road information
Measuring average travel speeds, journey travel time
variability and reliability, and assessing effectiveness
of road changes with before and after analysis.
Congestion management
Calculating delays and percentages of severely
congested travel to create meaningful traffic
performance charts and congestion scans on
critical corridors.
Enhanced traffic analytics
Identifying patterns, traffic hot spots and trends
to analyze and understand traffic behavior – and
determine the necessary next steps.
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Use Case:
Efficiency
Case study

Case study

The Florida Multimodal Mobility Performance
Measures program report includes many mobility
metrics pertinent to both passenger and freight
vehicles that are reliant on assessing travel time
reliability and average travel speed.

The City of Toronto is utilizing real-time and
historical traffic data from HERE to combat the
impact on traffic of weather conditions, construction
works and infrastructure changes, reduce congestion
and improve transportation services.

Until recently, the speed input for these measures
was calculated using predictive deterministic
models. With the growing availability of vehicle
probe data and accompanying travel speeds, FDOT
opted to use probe based travel speeds in place of
modeled speeds, which ensures the highest quality
travel information. HERE provided the real time and
archived data necessary for statewide reporting.

HERE’s extensive coverage creates visibility to
speeds on roads, including the analysis and
smart management of key arterial roads into the
city center. The city’s Big Data Innovation Team
is now able to manage traffic in real time using
smart, insights and responses for the benefit of all
residents and visitors.

Florida DOT improves
road performance

To ensure the highest quality travel information,
Florida DOT opted to use HERE Traffic data of
probe-based travel speeds in place of the modeled
speeds. FDOT now uses HERE map and archived data
to complete the data analysis and modelling for the
highways, enhancing their models for determining
and predicting travel time and reliability for
travelers and freight in a more accurate way.

Toronto becomes
a smart city

“Toronto is one of the fastest
growing cities in North America,
and as the population grows
so does our effort to create a
smarter traffic management
system. We are pleased to have
HERE on board to help Toronto’s
citizens get around the city
quickly, efficiently and safely.”
Barbara Gray, General Manager,
Transportation Services, City of Toronto
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Our solutions
To help people move through cities quickly and easily, government transportation departments need to
ensure their urban networks and infrastructure are being used safely and efficiently.

With the HERE Traffic Suite, city managers can
understand what’s happening on the roads at any
moment, in real time. Combining rich, real-time
sensor data from multiple brands, with historical
traffic data and precision mapping, HERE Traffic
Suite gives cities a depth of insight into urban
mobility that can deliver positive outcomes for every
facet of road safety and performance.

Welcome to HERE Traffic
Suite
Delivering precise, rigorously engineered dynamic
data that gives your transportation managers the
information they need to manage road conditions in
real time.
HERE Technologies collects and processes data from
billions of GPS points 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. We leverage incident sources, vehicle sensors,
smartphones, road sensors and much more to
provide a robust foundation for our traffic services.
By combining all our sources and expertly analyzing
the data using sophisticated algorithms and fast
throughput in our incident management center, we
regularly capture events that other services overlook
Granular road information
• accurate, comprehensive coverage
• up-to-the-minute view of urban mobility
• advanced routing technologies, analytics and
predictive services
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HERE Real-time Traffic
Offers accurate information on everything from
traffic flows, arrival times and roadworks to
unplanned incidents like accidents and closures –
helping move everyone towards their destinations
quickly and safely.

HERE Traffic Analytics
Helps government transportation agencies
understand what happens on the roadways, so you
can make informed decisions on design and build
engineering, traffic flow measurement and road
network management.

HERE Traffic Patterns
Delivers accurate, comprehensive average traffic
speed data, to support alternative route suggestions
and precise journey time estimations for logistics
and navigation products.

HERE Predictive Traffic
Delivers highly accurate arrival times, reducing
stress and informing drivers of road conditions. Plan
journeys up to 12 hours in advance, leveraging over
one trillion GPS data points and factoring in realtime and historical traffic data.
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Looking to the future

Our vision is to modernize urban movement –
radically enhancing the way people live, move and
interact within powerful, interconnected cities. A
key catalyst for this lies in location data. We believe
that for everyone to fully benefit from location
intelligence, we need a shared platform – and an
integrated approach.
That’s why we’ve opened our platform to allow
organizations and developers everywhere to access
our insights and create new, value-adding services
of their own. We call it the HERE Open Location
Platform, or OLP for short.
As a leading global location platform provider,
we’re firmly focused on integrating customer
and partner-driven location intelligence with our
rich mapping database and big data analytics
capabilities; opening up rich opportunities for
road authorities and mobility service providers,
transportation planners and operators.
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By safely exchanging and utilizing data, we can
help you make better decisions and create better
services that make transportation smarter for all
your citizens.
Ultimately, our focus is on improving road safety
and performance, reducing congestion and
improving traffic flow. Together with our partners
and customers, we’re working towards the next
generation of traffic management, to enable
enhanced mobility for every citizen.

Discover how you can
increase safety, drive
mobility and cut costs
with HERE Traffic Suite
Request a demo>
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About HERE Technologies
HERE, the Open Location Platform company, enables people,
enterprises and cities to harness the power of location.
By making sense of the world through the lens of location we
empower our customers to achieve better outcomes – from helping
a city manage its infrastructure or an enterprise optimize its
assets to guiding drivers to their destination safely.
To learn more about HERE, including our new generation
of cloud-based location platform services,
visit http://360.here.com and www.here.com

For more information
please visit here.com

